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You will all have seen and heard about 
the Coronavirus (COVID-19) in the news

The stories that you have probably heard most about are ones like these:



….and this....



But how many of you have seen or read 
stories more like this?



Whatever your thoughts, feelings and perspectives 
on the Coronavirus are, the pandemic is a reality 

that we are now dealing with.

Everyone needs to prepare and respond, including:

You! The Government The School



What is the school doing? 

The school will be closed to the overwhelming majority of students from the end 
of Friday 20.3.2020. Lots of schools in other countries have already been shut.

Staff are still working, to help you continue to learn and stay safe.  Guidance 
on remote learning is being sent home to all families today.

The closure is “not because schools are dangerous places for children”, but to “put some brakes on the 
system of transmission” of coronavirus, and make sure NHS critical care does not reach “critical” 
capacity. Sir Patrick Vallance, the government’s chief scientific adviser



What happens from Monday? 

● You will be expected to complete work and engage with 
your learning to meet our normal high expectations, but 
in a different way

● Teachers will be spending Monday finalising a 
programme of ‘remote learning’ for you

● Learning will be timetabled from Tuesday via google 
classroom - five lessons’ worth of learning for each day



Distance Learning

We are using ‘distance learning’ (using technology) to 
keep you on track with your studies.

Work will be set on 
Google Classroom. 
You should ensure 

that you have joined 
for all your classes 
and that you log-on 

daily.

If you have any 
difficulties with your 
learning, please tell 
your parent/carer as 
they will be able to 

support you or 
contact the school.

The work will be 
ready on Google 

Classroom for you to 
complete on the 

day/time you 
normally have your 

lesson.

Teachers will set 
different tasks. These 

might include 
watching a 

presentation, 
answering questions, 

taking notes or 
completing a quiz.



Distance Learning - expectations

Your education is important. You should take the work seriously 
and try your best.

Although you won’t be in school, teachers will still be checking your 
understanding e.g. by setting you an online test or asking you to 

upload your completed work.

Normal expectations regarding the use of Google Classroom apply.



Wellbeing and contact
Your Head of Year will keep in regular contact with 
you via your Year Group Google Classroom page

● Wellbeing articles - staying fit and healthy 
● Updates on the news
● Year Group virtual challenges



Wellbeing and contact

Your Tutor will keep in weekly contact with you via a 
new Tutor Group Google Classroom page, including

● To check that you are getting on ok
● If everything is going well, simply click the ‘mark as done’ box
● If you have any issues or concerns, you can send your tutor a 

comment. They will then be able to advise you, or pass the 
concern to the relevant person



Connect with the world around you

● Stay connected with your friends, school and extended family members 
via online video chats, messaging or emails.

● Talk to people and ask for help if you feel sad, worried or have a low 
mood.

● Listen to podcasts which interest you, make you feel good and inspire 
you.

● Watch YouTube videos about fascinating things or motivational talks.
● Encourage your friends daily and make a pact to keep each 

other motivated.
● Read a book and write down some motivational things you 

have learnt from it.



The importance of motivation

Stay focused:

● Organise and plan your daily activities - be consistent each day with 
your routine.

● Set yourself mini goals daily and tick them off.  Reward yourself if you 
achieve a set number during the week or day!



The importance of motivation

Maintain a sleep routine:

● Try to go to bed at the same time each night and aim to get 8-10 hours 
sleep to function at your best.

● Remember your sleep has an impact on your 
mood, concentration levels and mental health.



The importance of motivation

Keep active:

● Get out in the fresh air and go for a daily walk, jog, run or cycle

● Design a home fitness workout for you and your family to take part in

● Take part in an online yoga or fitness class on YouTube



Best National Trust Parklands on your 
doorstep!

Ashridge Estate:



Stay safe!
Stay sharp!
Stay Ashlyns!


